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Rocket City Real Estate signs are everywhere in this part
of the county, and its brand is fast gaining visibility.
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EDC of Florida’s Space Coast devises two–pronged strategy as it reaches out to business community
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By Lynda L. Weatherman
info@spacecoastedu.org]
President & CEO
EDC of Florida’s Space Coast
The Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast continues to
monitor the impact of the COVID–19
health crisis on the business community
and workforce of Brevard County. As the
situation evolves, the EDC will work to
identify solutions and disseminate
business continuity and disaster recovery
resources via a dedicated webpage
(www.SpaceCoastEDC.org/COVID–19) and
in a weekly dedicated e–newsletter.
From the outset of the crisis, the EDC
approach has been to be as constructive
and substantive as possible, mindful of the
daily changing dynamic for businesses and
workforce. To that end, a two–pronged
strategy was established and executed:
1. EDC manufacturing resiliency team:
This crisis will touch every industry in our
economy, however, the EDC is focused on
where its expertise and efforts can do the
greatest good and created an internal
manufacturing resilience team to address
the impact of COVID–19 on the Space
Coast’s state–leading manufacturing
sector. To date, this effort has yielded:
l The EDC has engaged more than 700
contacts representing 500–plus Brevard

County manufacturers, including Manufacturers of Florida Space Coast (MASC)
members, as well as some outside of the
EDC/MASC network, to offer assistance,
assess capabilities and critical needs, and
troubleshoot breaks in supply chains that
could be filled by local businesses.
Two core groups of 54 supply chain
subcomponent manufacturers and a
representative sample of 30 manufacturers, or the beta group, have emerged to
provide the most actionable data as the
EDC seeks to replicate successes like
Melbourne–based ventilator manufacturer
Airon and to harness the willingness of
many in the Space Coast business community to produce and source personal
protective equipment (PPE).
l During the last week of March, the
EDC connected the Brevard Emergency
Operations Center and its local hospital
board members — Health First, Parrish
Medical Center and Rockledge Regional
Medical Center — with EDC investor
Merritt Island–based Anello Consulting.
Thanks to this connection, the EOC was
able to purchase 100,000 KN95 masks at a
time when this PPE was difficult to obtain.
Parrish Medical Center was also able to
purchase 10,000 KN95 masks.
To get donated PPE to vulnerable
groups, the EDC teamed up with
Melbourne–based BCAF Trading Inc. to
deliver 100 disposable masks to Patrick Air

Force Base on April 20 for use by military
families.
Two–thousand medical masks and 200
KN95 masks were also provided by BCAF
Trading and delivered to the United Way of
Brevard on April 22. They will be distributed to various local nonprofits, including
Meals on Wheels.
Anderson Upholstery of Titusville
responded to the EDC supply–chain
outreach indicating they had capacity and
ability to make masks if donated materials
and patterns were provided. Separately,
Compsys Inc. in Melbourne advised they
had a large roll of felt for donation. The
manufacturing resilience team connected
the two companies and on April 16
Compsys delivered the material to
Anderson Upholstery, which is now using
the material to make masks.
l On April 17, MASC, through its
partnership with FloridaMakes and the
federal government’s Manufacturing
Extension Partnership (MEP) National
Network, launched a powerful new tool free
of charge.
Connex Florida is a statewide manufacturing supply chain, workforce and
research and development connection
solution offered for manufacturers,
educational institutions, and those
performing manufacturing R&D in Florida.

This online database serves to streamline
critical connections between Florida
manufacturers and businesses in need of
their products.
It started as a disaster risk mitigation
effort in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma
and is proving to be a critical tool to
streamline connections between Florida
manufacturers and businesses in need of
their products during the COVID–19
pandemic. This tool contains in–depth
information on a broad range of Florida
manufacturers, along with detailed search
functions to highlight specific production
capabilities, certifications, equipment,
material types and more.
The purpose of this tool is to help
Florida manufacturers better connect with
each other, be discovered, and increase
business opportunities. For additional
information and to request an account,
visit www.ManufacturingInBrevard.org/
Connex.
2. Dissemination of resources: EDC staff
actively monitor federal, state and local
emergency management guidance,
compiling and distributing business
continuity resources as they become
available. To date, this has consisted of
e–blasts, social media content, webinars
and the creation of a dedicated webpage
and e–newsletter.

Please see Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast, page 3
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Winners of Florida Tech’s Chopper Dropper announced,
William Muns of Dallas captures $50,000 grand prize
William “Randy” Muns of Dallas, Texas,
won the $50,000 grand prize March 20 at
the 2020 Chopper Dropper fundraiser for
Florida Tech’s athletics programs.
Now in its 17th year, Chopper Dropper
involves dropping 2,000 numbered golf
balls from a helicopter onto Andy
Seminick–Les Hall Field at Florida Tech,
and the ball that ends up closest to the golf
flag implanted there wins the $50,000
grand prize. There is also a $10,000 second
prize and 15 $1,000 prizes, as well.
It was a fitting setting for Muns’ win.
The two–time Florida Tech alumnus, who
graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
business in 1978 and went on to earn his
MBA degree in 1980, was a four–year
letterman in baseball.
His love for the game was evidenced by
his generous support for the very baseball
field where he won big, and his lead gift
helped Florida Tech reach its fundraising

goal to light that field.
Muns, who also won a $1,000 prize, now
shares his insight, passion and business
acumen as a member of Florida Tech’s
Board of Trustees.
The $10,000 prize was won by alumnus
Scott Siebert of Charlotte, N.C.
In addition to Muns, 14 other Chopper
Dropper participants won $1,000 each as
runner–up winners. They were:
Mike Coleman, Cocoa Beach; Bruce
Gaarder, Palm Bay; Ruben Gonzalez,
Melbourne; William Guyan/Leonard DRS,
Melbourne; Lisa Hameline (alumna),
Indian Harbour Beach; Bonnie Harry,
Halethorpe, Maryland; Paul Osman,
Indialantic; Robert Sarles, Rockledge;
Cricket Scafati, San Francisco; Kelli
Shaneville, Melbourne; Gloria Sparkman,
Cocoa; Linda Stewart, Upperco, Maryland;
Carl Swenson, Palm Bay; and University
Center Imaging, Melbourne.

Economic Development Commission
Continued from page 2
The EDC is coordinating on a daily basis with federal, state and local business
community partners, including Florida Small Business Development Center and
U.S. Small Business Administration to ensure the most accurate information is available
and to offer value–added guidance through government, banking and other industry
experts, including:
l The EDC prepared a brief Business Disruption Index Survey. The survey was
anonymous with the data compiled for statistical analysis. The results will be shared with
the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta as part of our ongoing partnership.
The survey was distributed to a targeted group of 34 manufacturing companies and
yielded a 14.7 percent response rate. It was also distributed to more than 200 non–
manufacturing companies and received 35 responses, an approximately 18 percent
response rate. Below is intel from all responses:
l 63 percent of respondents reported significant or extreme changes made to operations
to minimize losses as a result of the coronavirus related restrictions. An outlier respondent
reported increased demand for products and another outlier reported extreme impact
which may lead to operational closure.
l 40 percent of respondents indicated concerns over liquidity, with 71% indicating
impact within 60 days. Only one Manufacturing respondent indicated concern.
l 31 percent of respondents indicated concerns over solvency, with 55% indicating
within 60 days.
l 84 percent of respondents would consider materially changing payroll (layoffs or
reduction in pay) without additional funding (either from CARES or other sources).
85 percent within the next 60 days.
l 80 percent of respondents have or will apply for federally backed loans.
l 80 percent of manufacturing respondents anticipate supply chain shortages —
75 percent expect this to occur in the next 30 days. None reported immediate supply chain
shortages.
Similarities in written comments include:
l Short Term
Loss of clients and contracts.
Collection of outstanding accounts receivable.
Working to keep employees employed and productive with less work.
l Long Term
Access to capital will determine long term success of staying in business.
Uncertainty of new normal with regard to social distancing and the workplace.
Impact on real estate market, including residential and commercial.
How to deliver services virtually.
To assist the small business community of Brevard, the EDC’s Business Development
Team started offering one–on–one 15–minute consultations in an “On the Line for Small
Business Appointment” outreach. These phone–call consultations aim to provide the
resources and referrals to businesses, attempt to answer questions and concerns, or
research potential solutions to complex issues. For more information about the “On the
Line for Small Business” consultations, visit https://spacecoastedc.org/covid–19.
MAY 4, 2020
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Why can’t the great United States have a much better passenger train system?
By Emma Gisclair
UCF Forum Columnist
University of Central Florida
Last summer I traveled to England and Scotland, and
my life — or at least my outlook on travel — changed.
Why? Because I experienced the magic that is traveling
by train. From an overnight sleeper train between London
and Glasgow, to the channel–crossing, high–speed
Eurostar to Paris, to the scenic 4½ hour trip (which would
take more than seven hours to drive!) from Edinburgh to
London, my husband and I came home with one overriding
question:
Why can’t America have trains like that?
My childhood memories are filled with family road
trips. Freedom from school, seeing new places, visiting
family and friends — these were the highlights. The
downsides? Being stuck in the backseat with my two
brothers for hours on end. No escape. No opportunity to
stretch our legs or use the restroom until our parents
agreed to pull over at a rest stop.
Although I no longer have to worry about my brothers
crowding my personal space, adulthood has brought new
downsides to road trips. Driving long distances gives me
nearly unbearable neck and back pain. There are the
monotonous stretches of highway that cause a drowsiness
even a good playlist can’t cure. And of course, there’s the
tension when one driver makes the third wrong turn and
no, they are not lost, but if the person in the passenger seat
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would just be better at giving directions…
Don’t get me wrong. There’s a lot I love about road trips.
It’s not just about the end destination — getting to
experience a new city or seeing an awe–inspiring national
park or spending time with family.
It’s about the journey, too. While parts of a long drive
may be boring, there’s a lot of beauty to see too. I love
watching the scenery pass by — observing Florida’s flat,
cypress– and palm–filled landscapes turn to Georgia’s pine
trees and gentle hills, which transform into North
Carolina’s majestic Blue Ridge Mountains — while
listening to a new podcast and eating way too much junk
food. I love long conversations with friends and road trip
games.
For most of my life, there have only been two options
when I wanted to travel: driving, with all its positives and
negatives, or flying. Traveling by plane comes with its own
list of pros and cons. Sure, you get to leave the navigation
and work to a professional, you don’t have to pull over and
delay your arrival even more each time you need to use the
restroom, and you get where you’re going faster.
On the other hand, instead of being crammed into the
back seat of a Camry with your siblings, you’re packed
tightly into economy seating with a hundred other people.
Airport security is a nightmare. And do you really want to
use that airplane toilet?
And then there are trains. What I love about traveling
by train:
l Someone else takes care of the business of getting you
from Point A to Point B
l You still get to enjoy the passing scenery just like a
road trip
l It’s cheaper than flying
l It’s faster than driving
l The entire train station experience is much less
stressful than an airport (and less time–consuming)

l Passengers aren’t packed together like sardines
l Bring your own picnic lunch if you’d like!
l You can get up and stretch your legs whenever you
want
Unfortunately, because there aren’t many direct
passenger train routes across our country today, a trip to
visit my in–laws in Louisiana (a nine–hour drive), would
take 55 hours by Amtrak (with a very out–of–the–way stop
in Washington, D.C.) and cost at least twice as much as a
plane ticket.
Imagine an American high–speed train system with a
wide availability of routes that allowed us to make that
Louisiana trip directly in five hours.
Imagine a cross–country trip where you don’t have to
worry about driving drowsy or getting distracted by
bickering kids in the back seat.
Imagine arriving directly into New York’s Grand
Central Station in the middle of Manhattan instead of the
JFK Airport in Queens.
I know there are plenty of reasons — from the political
and financial to the cultural and social — why America
doesn’t have a train system like Britain’s or Europe’s. That
doesn’t stop me from wishing that we would get serious
and overcome those hurdles. It doesn’t stop me from
dreaming.
But now every time I have to make a long drive or deal
with the hassle of flying, a frustrated part of me will
always think:
Why can’t America have a better passenger train
system?
Emma Gisclair is a library technical assistant at the
UCF Library’s Curriculum Materials Center. She can
be reached at Emma.Gisclair@UCF.edu.

West Melbourne attorney arrested for human trafficking a minor,
the announcement is made by Attorney General Ashley Moody
Attorney General Ashley Moody has announced the
arrest of a Central Florida attorney for human trafficking a
minor and exchanging legal representation for sex with
victims as young as 15–years–old.
According to an investigation by the Orlando Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation, John Gillespie, 71, operated a
prostitution ring out of his residence in Melbourne.
Authorities recently arrested Gillespie after he traveled
from Brevard County to Orange County to have sex with a
16–year–old for $100 and planned to recruit the victim to
come live at his residence.
“This behavior from a well–known and experienced
attorney is repulsive,” said Moody. “Attorneys swear an
oath to maintain respect and to abstain from all offensive
personality. These alleged actions insult all attorneys who
have a passion to protect the defenseless or oppressed.”
She added, “His website states ‘Never been a prosecutor, always on the right side of the innocent’ — yet, he has

been abusing innocent girls and I look forward to him
meeting a real and ethical prosecutor from my Office of
Statewide Prosecution in court very soon.”
The investigation revealed that Gillespie posted ads of
several girls who lived in and out of the defendant’s
residence on an escort website called SkiptheGames.com.
Gillespie then held leverage over the girls by keeping them
in debt for legal fees, rent for staying at his residence or for
drugs provided before or after dates set with men through
the posted ads.
Moody’s Office of Statewide Prosecution will prosecute
the case. Gillespie faces charges on racketeering, conspiracy to commit racketeering, unlawful use of a two–way
communication device and human trafficking of a minor.
Authorities also arrested co–conspirator Mark
Featherman on charges of racketeering, conspiracy to
commit racketeering and unlawful use a of two–way
communications device.

Green Gables, a historic home in Melbourne, seeking donations as it nears grant deadline
Green Gables, a historic treasure in Melbourne, is weeks away from its deadline to raise $500,000 to qualify for a
special category matching grant from the Florida Division of Historical Resources. The nonprofit has to raise the matching $500,000 by May 15. The organization has raised $450,000 in cash, pledges, and in–kind donations, “which is an
amazing accomplishment.” Now, they need $50,000 to meet the requirement for the grant. (Donations of $500 or more
are guaranteed to be returned if for any reason they do not obtain the grant). Green Gables is on the National Registry of
Historic Homes. To donate toward the matching grant, go to www.greengables.org. To make arrangements to make a
more substantial donation, contact Green Gables President Marion Ambrose at marion.greengables@gmail.com. “If
everyone reading this donated, it would surely ensure that our history, heritage, and green space were preserved at
Green Gables,” said Ambrose.
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2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT
DOCUMENT# N36299
Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION,
INC.

FILED
Feb 07, 2019
Secretary of State
0275169506CC

Current Principal Place of Business:

File photo

976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955

Timothy Michaud

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
FEI Number: 59-3048626

Certificate of Status Desired: No

Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL 32931 US

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE: TIMOTHY MICHAUD

02/07/2019
Date

Electronic Signature of Registered Agent

Officer/Director Detail :
Title

S

Title

T

Name

NORONHA, DENZIL

Name

GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address

5575 N ATLANTIC AVE

Address

2080 N ATLANTIC AVE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Title

DP

Name

WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address

3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

0 black spots

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE: TOM WILLIAMSON

DIRECTOR

Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail

02/07/2019

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Date

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT SHROUDING A PEDOPHILE?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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The coronavirus and technology — adjusting to the new normal; housing is a need that won’t change
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Amy Cevallos
amyc@carpenterkessel.com
Marketing Manager
The Carpenter Kessel Homeselling Team
Dale Sorenson Real Estate, Inc.
As we all adjust to staying home and working remotely,
it is clear that the ways in which we do business will
forever change as a result. As soon as stay–at–home
orders were put in place, everyone had to rapidly pivot to
doing business virtually.
Thankfully, there have been incredible advances in
technology that made this shift easier than if we had to go
through this just a few short years ago.
Most of you are probably now familiar with video
conferencing. Companies like Zoom, Google Meet and
Join.me are likely familiar names to you or someone in
your household now.
These platforms allow us to communicate in real time
using our pc’s, mobile devices and laptops. This technology, by far, has been the largest adjustment for business
owners and their customers.
Let’s take a look into this change, and a few others, to
see how they are affecting the Real Estate Industry, and
what this means for agents and buyers and sellers. Here’s
a look at some of the elements of the process that are
changing (at least in the near–term), because of stay–at–
home orders and social distancing, and what you may
need to know about each one if you’re thinking of buying
or selling a home sooner rather than later.
l Virtual Consultations
Instead of heading into an office, you can meet with
real estate and lending professionals through video chat.

Whether it’s your first initial needs analysis as a buyer or
your listing appointment as a seller, you can still get the
process started remotely and create a plan together. As
your trusted real estate advisors, we are still on your side.
l Home Searches and Virtual Showings
According to the National Association of Realtors, the
internet is one of the three most popular information
sources buyers use when searching for homes. As agents,
we can send you listing information and help you request
a virtual showing when you’re ready to start looking. This
means you can virtually walk through the homes on your
wish list while keeping your family safe. As a seller, you
can still have virtual open houses and virtual tours too, so
as not to miss those buyers looking to find a home right
now.
One of the biggest changes that goes hand in hand with
Virtual Showings is the availability of fully rendered 3D
walkthrough tours. At Carpenter Kessel, we’ve employed
this technology (launched in 2011) since early 2015. We
began using high–resolution tours via Matterport
technology to create realistic walk–throughs that customers can manipulate on screen using their smartphone or
computer.
By taking comprehensive 3D images of our listings,
we’ve been providing buyers with the ability to see the
home without having to step foot inside. This has helped
us sell properties sight–unseen in the past. Going forward
this technology will become the standard (we’ve already
made it our standard since early 2017) as more buyers will
want to preview homes online before making the choice to
go see a property in person.
l Document Signing
Although this is another area that varies by state,
today more portions of the transaction are being done
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digitally. In many areas, your agent or loan officer can set
up an account where you can upload all of the required
documents and sign electronically right from your
computer. When this technology first launched, many
lending institutions weren’t accepting digital signatures
on final documents, but today’s “new normal” has pushed
these companies to adopt this practice and we predict that
you will see more and more industries following suit.
l Sending Money
Whether you need to pay for an appraisal or submit
closing costs, there are options available. Depending on
the transaction and local regulations, you may be able to
pay by credit card, and most banks will also allow you to
wire funds from your account. Sometimes you can send a
check by mail, and in some states, a mobile escrow agent
will pick up a check from your home.
l Closing Process
Again, depending on your area, a mobile notary may be
able to bring the required documents to your home before
the closing. If your state requires an attorney to be
present, check with your legal counsel to see what options
are available. Also, depending on the title company, some
are allowing drive–thru closings, which is similar to doing
a transaction at a bank window. Many of our local title
companies are now offering these services, and we also
predict they will continue to offer these remote closings
going forward.
Although all these virtual processes are starting to
become more widely accepted, it does not mean that this is
the way things are going to get done from now on. Under
the current circumstances, however, technology is making
it possible to continue much of the real estate transaction
today.
Other Changes as a Result of COVID–19
l Home Offices
There have been other aspects of our industry that are
seeing changes, thanks to social–distancing. One of the
biggest adjustments has been in regard to buyer’s wish
lists. Now that so many folks are navigating working from
home, we’ve found that homes with a designated space for
a home office (preferably one with doors that can shut out
noise from the rest of the home) have become a must–
have. Even before COVID–19, more Americans have been
working remotely year over year. The U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics estimated that more than 35.7 million
workers log their hours from their home computers — an
increase of 15 million since 2004.
l Less is More
We’ve all struggled lately as we try to juggle our work
and family life while stuck inside, but it hasn’t necessarily
meant that we long for more space from one another. In
fact, many people are realizing that they actually need
less. Formal living and dining spaces are sitting untouched, proving to be wasted space, while the kitchen and
family rooms are seeing even more activity with everyone
home together.
The popular open floorplans we have seen in new
homes these days are still in demand, however the shift
shows more buyers wanting some separation, especially
when it comes to wanting that home office as previously
mentioned. We predict that this time at home will give
buyers and sellers plenty of time to think about what they
want in their next property. As many people are facing
potential layoffs or reduction in work because of COVID–
19, we see more buyers and sellers wanting to stay within
their means. Stretching their dollar to add a little more
square footage will take a backseat to finding a home that
has a better layout or more private outdoor space. As we
go back to our roots, spending quality time at home, we
Please see Real Estate Industry, page 7
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Jacksonville Jaguars and Florida Tech award inaugural STEM

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

scholarship to Swanson, who plans to study planetary science
By Adam Lowenstein
adam@fit.edu
Florida Tech News Bureau
Florida Institute of Technology
Hailey Swanson is the inaugural recipient of the
Florida Tech/Jacksonville Jaguars STEM Scholarship.
The Orange Park, Fla., resident will start at Florida Tech
in the fall as she pursues her dream of working in the
space industry.
The $5,000 award is funded by the Jacksonville
Jaguars Foundation.
“The Jaguars Foundation is thrilled to provide Hailey
with this scholarship to support her STEM education
goals at Florida Tech,” said Peter Racine, senior vice
president, Jaguars Foundation — Community Impact.
“Jaguars owner Shad Khan graduated with a bachelor of
arts degree in industrial engineering and knows firsthand
the role STEM academics can play in driving innovation.
We look forward to seeing what Hailey will accomplish
during her college career and beyond.”
Beginning with the 2019 football season, Florida Tech
became the official STEM education sponsor of the
Jacksonville Jaguars.
Swanson, 18, is completing her senior year at Oakleaf
High School before heading to Melbourne. The campus
population of Swansons will triple in the fall, in fact, as
Hailey Swanson, a triplet, will be joined by her brothers
Aaron and Justin.
Swanson’s interest in STEM — Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math — has long centered on space.
Though she is excited about refining and developing a
more focused plan as she attends classes, she is intrigued
at this point by planetary science as a major.
“Right now, I think jumping into it is the best way that

I’ll be able to figure out what path I am truly passionate
about,” she said. “What I can say is that I think discovering new exoplanets is really cool, but I’d also like to see
how the skills I will acquire can be used to help out our
own planet, too.”
A more terrestrial passion for Swanson is band.
Though adept in French horn and mellophone (similar to
the French horn but with the piping twisted in a different
way), she had the high honor during her senior year of
serving as drum major, and in the winter season participated in her school’s inaugural Indoor Drumline team,
where she performed on the cymbal line.
Being drum major — the field commander for the full
band — allowed Swanson to push herself and her
bandmates, in victory and defeat, and brought her
confidence knowing she could handle new challenges. She
was awarded the band’s first ever Best Drum Major
award.
“That experience opened my eyes to many new aspects
of leadership, and I am glad to take what I have learned
into college and the rest of my life,” she said.
During her four years of high school, Swanson was
enrolled in Advanced International Certificate of Education, or AICE, classes, which are college–level classes
developed at the University of Cambridge in England.
Beyond the classroom, Swanson participates in
Venture Scouts, a co–ed program of the Boy Scouts of
America, and for the last eight years has been hula
dancing, a tribute to where she was born — Hawaii.
She is looking forward to her new adventures at
Florida Tech in science, music and more.
“I am very grateful for the Jaguars Foundation STEM
Scholarship that I have been offered, so thank you to the
Jags and to Florida Tech,” she said. “My ultimate goal is to
work for NASA. They are the pinnacle of space exploration
in this country. So I couldn’t think of a better place to be.”
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Real Estate Industry
Continued from page 6
are finding that families want spaces they can enjoy that
don’t break the budget, and that won’t be harder to
maintain if incomes get curtailed.
l Storage is Key
Everyone is accustomed to the agent while touring a
home that opens the closets and remarks how “this home
has a ton of storage” but those closets and pantries aren’t
the only “spaces” homeowners are hoping to have in their
next home. As more and more people realize the benefits
of having a small stockpile of items to sustain their
household in times like this (or during storms which
Floridians are already familiar with) we are seeing buyers
that want space where they can keep these items.
Whether it be that 36 pack of two–ply, those extra gallons
of bleach, or just a few weeks’ worth of canned goods,
expanded storage spaces like extra deep closets (a great
space for this can typically be found under the stairs in a
two–story home) or even dedicated space in the garage,
buyers want to know they can safely store these items so
they are at the ready if and when we find ourselves stuck
inside or without the ability to shop on a regular basis.
l Financial Changes
The news reports show a constant change in financial
forecasts. Some of the more sensationalized reports talk
about the housing market and whether we are headed for
another “crash” like we saw in 2008. These reports are
unfortunately very misleading, and they play into people’s
fears. The truth is, our housing market didn’t cause the
current financial crisis, unlike 2008 when the collapse of
MAY 4, 2020

the mortgage backed security industry caused banks to
pull out of the lending industry and tighten their lending
guidelines.
“The housing sector enters this recession underbuilt
rather than overbuilt…That means as the economy
rebounds — which it will at some stage — housing is set
to help lead the way out,” said Robert Dietz, chief economist at the National Association Home Builder.
Like the quote above from the National Association of
Home Builders, our housing market is primed to help
America recover. In recent months we have seen a strong
sellers’ market, with more buyers than available homes.
Those buyers are not going away, they are just waiting in
the wings. When America starts to return to normal, those
buyers are going to be ready to transact, and we expect a
surge in new contracts and buyer activity. Even now, with
things being limited to Virtual Tours and single–person
showings, our market is still moving. Brevard County saw
1,713 residential home sales in March alone.
Housing is a basic need, and that will not change. Even
with the potential loss of income for many, there are still
plenty of buyers that will still qualify for loans or still have
cash, and once they find the right home, they will be
acting fast.
l Bottom Line
If you need to move today, technology can help make it
happen; there are options available. Let’s touch base today
to discuss your situation and our local regulations, so you
don’t have to put your real estate plans on hold.
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FRLA members join Gov. DeSantis’ Reopen Florida Task Force to get Sunstate State safely back to work
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Ashley Chambers
achambers@frla.org
Florida Restaurant & Lodging Association
TALLAHASSEE — More than a dozen members of the
Florida Restaurant & Lodging Association (FRLA) have
joined Gov. Ron DeSantis’ initiative to reopen Florida’s
economy and are participating daily in discussions to get
Florida safely back to work. Members were appointed by
the governor to his Reopen Florida Executive Task Force
and the Industry Working Group on Tourism, Construction, Real Estate, Recreation, Retail, and Transportation.
“FRLA and our members are proud to stand with Gov.
DeSantis to develop and implement strategies that safely
reopen our state,” said Carol Dover, president and CEO of
the Florida Restaurant and Lodging Association. “Hospitality and tourism are the economic engine of Florida, and
it is important that we work together to thoughtfully and
carefully reopen, revitalize our industry, get our teams
employed again, and bolster our economy. Through his
Reopen Florida Task Force, Gov. DeSantis is walking the

walk and demonstrating his commitment to the safety of
all Floridians, and we applaud him for his leadership.”
l Jose Cil, CEO of Restaurant Brands International
(RBI), which owns the Burger King, Tim Hortons and
Popeyes brands, said:
“As a native Floridian, I am proud to be a part of the
team working with Gov. DeSantis and the great state of
Florida to reopen the state safely and quickly. We have
been adjusting to this new COVID world in all of our
restaurants around the U.S. and globally, which uniquely
positions us to help Florida citizens and businesses. We
and our restaurant operators together have over 750
restaurants in Florida, and 10,000 in the United States,
that employ thousands of people. RBI is proud to be a part
of the solution to flatten the curve and bring the economy
back to where it once was.”
l Sheldon Suga, chairman of the board, Florida
Restaurant and Lodging Association, said:
“I feel very honored to have been appointed by Gov.
DeSantis to the important working group on the Reopen
Florida Task Force. I know the importance of representing
the membership of the Florida Restaurant & Lodging
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Association and having a strong plan to navigate our way
back into running our businesses. Our utmost focus, as
always, has to be the safety of our employees and guests.”
l Tim Petrillo, cofounder and CEO, The Restaurant
People, said:
“I would like to thank Gov. DeSantis for his leadership
during this very trying time. I am pleased to serve on the
task force to help get the State open for business. We need
to be thoughtful, diligent and thorough as we attempt to
give life back to our economy without putting the health of
our citizens at risk.”
l Monesia Brown, director of public affairs and
government relations, Walmart, said:
“It’s an honor to be representing Walmart and our
industry on Gov. DeSantis’ task force to re–open Florida.
Over the last few months, Walmart has supported
COVID–19 response efforts on a state and federal level. In
Florida, our 380–plus stores and more than 100,000
associates play an important role in our community and
we’ve worked hard to support them while they serve our
customers during this uncertain time. We look forward to
helping the governor and his team navigate this next
phase of response and, eventually, a return to normal.”
l Philip Goldfarb, president and chief operating officer,
Fontainebleau Miami Beach, said:
“I am honored to serve on the Gov. DeSantis’ Reopen
Florida Task Force. Tourism has always been the lifeblood
of Florida. It is now more important than ever that we
come together and collaborate on a strategic plan to re–
open our state in the safest way possible.”
l Collier Merrill, president of Merrill Land Co. and
president of Great Southern Restaurants, said:
“I applaud Gov. DeSantis for his great leadership,
support, and guidance during these unprecedented times.
As a proud member of FRLA, I am grateful for the
association’s excellent job of providing us with resources,
advocacy, and constant communication. At Great Southern
Restaurants, our main focus is aligned directly with the
governor and FRLA — safety for our employees and the
guests we serve as we get back to business. It is so
impressive to see all Floridians working together during
this difficult time and I look forward to Florida’s renaissance.”
l John Tolbert, president and managing director, Boca
Raton Resort & Club, said:
“It is truly an honor to be part of the Gov. DeSantis’
Reopen Florida Task Force with so many of my colleagues
from the lodging and restaurant industries. This has been
an incredibly trying time for all of us, especially in the
hospitality and other effected industries, but I’m confident
that our best days are ahead of us. We are resilient and
although it may take some time, we will come back
stronger than ever before, creating new employment
opportunities as well as experiences for our members and
guests.”
l Dev Motwani, president and CEO, Merrimac
Ventures, said:
“I appreciate Gov. DeSantis’ leadership and focus on
reopening Florida’s economy in a safe and thoughtful
manner, and thank him for giving me and others in the
hospitality industry the opportunity to provide input and
feedback on how we might reopen our businesses and the
economy in such a way. In the hospitality industry it’s
important we ensure a safe environment for both our
guests and employees. That’s why it’s so important we
provide our industry insight and experiences to his office
as his team focuses on the next phase of getting our
economy back open in a way that protects FL residents
while getting our employees back to work.”
Please see Reopen Florida, page 9
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Coronavirus drug–combo treatment hydroxychloroquine sulfate and azithromycin now being used by PMC
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By Natalie Sellers
communications@parrishmed.com
Communications, Community & Corporate Services
Parrish Medical Center
TITUSVILLE — Parrish Medical Center (PMC) has
been treating coronavirus (COVID–19) patients with
hydroxychloroquine since the start of the pandemic, for
patients whose medical history allows the treatment’s use.
Two patients on ventilators and one patient being
closely monitored are currently receiving the treatment.
“We’ve been employing a combination of anti–viral
drugs hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin since the first
patient admitted with COVID–19,” said Dr. Frank Dienst,
Parrish Medical Center intensivist and critical care
medical director.
“We prescribe it for all patients who don’t have
contraindications, such as a condition or underlying health
issues that would make the treatment inadvisable.”
He added, “Most critical care specialists recognize the
combination of the two drugs as probably being useful, but
it’s not a certainty. It’s generally prescribed only for
significant disease, such as pneumonia.”
Before the treatment is administered, Dr. Dienst and
Dr. Al Ochoa speak with patients and families to explain
the process, and that while the drug combination isn’t Food
and Drug Administration–approved to combat COVID–19,
it is approved for other conditions. Patients must attest
that they understand and agree with the treatment.
Use of approved drugs in this fashion is called “off–
label,” and is not uncommon in the medical field, Dr.
Dienst said.
“It’s not a good option for all patients,” he added.

“Honest discussions with patients and families are an
important part of clinical decision–making, and in the
right cases this treatment holds out the possibility of
saving lives.”
Dr. Ochoa, a Parrish Medical Center internal medicine,
pulmonary and critical Care specialist, states that severe
shortness of breath, high fever, persistent and difficult to
control dry cough, and extremely low blood–oxygen levels
are the symptoms most prevalent among COVID–19
patients being cared for within the intensive care unit.
Dr. Dienst and Dr. Ochoa are leading Parrish Medical
Center’s dedicated–COVID–19 units. Hospital–dedicated
COVID–19 units are the entire intensive care unit and the
north wing of the medical center’s third floor; both sites are
negative pressure spaces dedicated to COVID–19 patient
care.
The National Institute of Health says that
hydroxychloroquine “is used to treat malaria and rheumatoid conditions such as arthritis. In various studies, the
drug has demonstrated antiviral activity, an ability to
modify the activity of the immune system, and has an
established safety profile at appropriate doses, leading to
the hypothesis that it may also be useful in the treatment
of COVID–19.”

Various hospitals around the country have been using
the drug combination for COVID–19 patients, Dr. Ochoa
said.
“COVID–19 is new to the world, and the efforts to
combat it are underway on a number of fronts,” Dr. Ochoa
said. “More is being learned all the time. At present, the
combination of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin has
shown, in some cases, effectiveness for patients, and that’s
why it’s in use at PMC.”
l About Parrish Medical Center
Parrish Medical Center, a Parrish Healthcare integrated care partner, is located at 951 N. Washington Ave.
The 210–bed, not–for–profit, public medical center has
served Brevard County for more than 60 years. It is the
first in the nation to be Integrated Care– certified by The
Joint Commission and is nationally recognized as “One of
America’s Finest Healing Environments.” PMC maintains
top–tier national rankings for clinical outcomes, safety and
patients’ experiences, according to CMS, The SafeCare
Group, The LeapFrog Group, The Patient Safety Movement Foundation and The Joint Commission. PMC is also
nationally recognized among the best places to work in
health care. For more information, visit
www.parrishmed.com.

Reopen Florida
Continued from page 8
l Amy Schwartz, owner, Bella Bella, said:
“I am honored for the opportunity to represent independent restaurants and will work diligently for our combined
success in reopening Florida.”
l Blake Casper, CEO, Caspers Co., said:
“We are focused on Reopening Florida as safely and

quickly as possible. Our hospitality industry looks forward
to welcoming back our guests and getting back to work.”
For more information on the Reopen Florida Task
Force, visit https://www.flgov.com/COVID–19. Visit https://
frla.org/ for additional FRLA COVID–19 industry updates
or resources.
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How Health First sanitizes your hospital room; Environmental Services’ Division works with Infection Control
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By Sara Paulson
sara.paulson@hf.org
Health First Inc.
Caring for hospital patients is about more than high–
quality, compassionate care. It’s about making certain that
patients are in the cleanest, safest environment — a
critical requirement in place at all four Health First
hospitals even before COVID–19.
The not–for–profit health–care system has stringent
cleanliness protocols in place, following standards set by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, World
Health Organization and its own internal procedures as an
extra layer of protection.
“The Environmental Services Division works with
Infection Control to clean, sanitize and prevent cross–
contamination,” said Amy Albright, client executive with
the Hospitals Division of Sodexo Healthcare, which
supplies environmental services to Health First. “It’s our
goal to provide safe, healthy environments for patients,
visitors and associates.”

Sodexo’s existing personal hygiene, infection prevention
controls and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) reduce
the risk of many things — including transmission of
COVID–19. There is a seven–step standard operating
procedure for cleaning each hospital room.
Dan Bowen, vice president and hospital administrator
for Health First’s Palm Bay Hospital, says the impact
these associates have is big. “They don’t just clean,” Bowen
said. “Their job is to prevent infections and save lives.”
The process is extensive. Below is a condensed list, but
know that each and every surface within a patient room is
both cleaned and disinfected — from the beds to the TV
remote to the windows and more. No surface is ignored.
Environmental Services’ associates must wear appropriate PPE and ensure the room is properly ventilated
when they enter with their supply carts to begin disinfecting the room for the next patient — and also throughout
the patient’s stay. There are even stricter standards for
isolation rooms, but these are the basics:
Trash and linen:
l Remove trash liners and reline those with waste in them.
Waste is moved to appropriate refuse containers. All waste
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is treated as potentially infectious. Waste receptacle
cleaning procedures are followed to ensure all waste
receptacles are free of debris and contamination.
l Needle containers are replaced if three–quarters full.
l Empty recycling bins or remove recycling bin liners and
place them in the appropriate recycling sack on the cart.
l Remove the pillowcase from the pillow and strip the bed.
Carefully loosen the linen from the corners of the bed and
roll it toward the center of the bed to make a neat bundle.
Handle as if there were a needle inside. Be aware of bodily
fluids and the presence of needles. If needles are present,
follow the local procedure for dealing with needles. If no
needles are present, roll the linen into a bundle to minimize the amount of lint and dust going into the air.
l Remove cubical curtain as required
l Any unused washcloths and bath towels go into the
soiled linen bag, which is removed.
High dust using designated procedure:
l This includes adjacent rooms (for example, restrooms)
l High dust everything above shoulder level or higher with
an extension pole with an adjustable contour high–duster
head.
Damp wipe using disinfectant solution
l Anything reachable should be damp wiped. All frequently touched surfaces are damp wiped with a specific
procedure.
l Damp wipe all contact surfaces.
l After wet–contact time is achieved, use a dry cloth or a
paper towel to polish interior and low–level glass.
l Use glass cleaner to wipe interior and low–level glass
and any metal fittings.
l Start damp wiping at the door and work around the
room in a circular pattern.
l Include wall spotting, light switches, call buttons,
telephones, wall moldings, dispensers, window sills and
furniture.
l Cleaning beds: Pillows are damp wiped, as are headboards, footboards, mattresses, bed frames, bedrails, bed
casters and over–bed tables.
l Bedside stand: Drawers are emptied, removed and
thoroughly cleaned. Damp wipe the top, front, sides and
inside.
l Disinfect phone: Special attention to wiping ear and
mouthpiece.
l Windows are damp cleaned.
Clean restroom:
l Thoroughly clean restroom and any fixtures, using
restroom cleaning procedure.
l Start at the door and end with the toilet.
l Use the bowl mop for only the inside of the toilet and
wipe the outside with a disinfectant damp wiper.
l Do not use the cleaning wiper on any other surface after
cleaning the toilet. Immediately place soiled wiper into
disposal bag.
Dust mop: l Dust mop entire floor. l Dust behind all
furniture and doors; move whatever is possible.
Damp mop: l Damp mop the entire floor following
procedure. l Start with the corner farthest from the door
and work your way out. l Mop out corners to prevent
buildup.
Final check:
l Surfaces are visibly cleaned and properly disinfected.
The room will not show any fluorescent indicator if
inspected using the black light.
l Upon exiting room, take off and dispose of PPE according
to facility guidelines.
l Thoroughly wash hands
l Obtain clean linen from the linen closet
l Make the bed, if required
l Hang clean cubicle curtain as required
l If room is carpeted, vacuum and check for spots.
MAY 4, 2020
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By Mark Blackwell Thomas
mbthomas@fsu.edu
University Communications
Florida State University
TALLAHASSEE — When Florida State University
students, faculty and staff shifted to remote work last
month amid a global pandemic, Information Technology
Services staff saw their workload spike.
Licensing agreements needed to be expanded and
updated. Hardware and software had to be distributed.
Faculty and staff required training and coaching in how to
navigate their new remote setups. Security had to be
considered every step of the way.
With the announcement last week that the university’s
remote–only status will continue through the end of July,
this uptick in activity figures to be the new reality for
FSU’s ITS staff for at least the next few months.
FSU Chief Information Officer and Associate Vice
President Jane Livingston said the demands of current
circumstances are undoubtedly unique, but FSU’s team
was prepared.
“ITS staff are used to responding to urgent situations
and we’ve had plenty of practice with hurricanes,” she said.
“This crisis is different because it was a long sprint at the
beginning, and it is now turning into a marathon. I am
tremendously proud of how all the IT teams across campus
have pulled together.”
FSU’s expanded remote infrastructure supports daily
access for thousands of people around the globe that, in the
week ending April 10, included 7,714 meetings, totaling
3.1 million minutes and 92,320 total participants.
Virtual private networks (VPNs) are the backbone of

this remote effort, helping to support 9,155 logins alone in
the same time frame.
Livingston explained the vital role of VPNs.
“A university network is like a medieval city with the
wall around it,” she said. “In going remote, we’ve sent all
the villagers out into the woods. So, what the VPN allows
is a little bubble to enclose those people in the woods and
protect them like they’re still behind the city wall.”
In FSU’s case, the villagers can be found in all 50 states
and places as far flung as Rajshahi, Bangladesh, and
Canterbury, New Zealand. From as far north as Oulu,
Finland, to as far south as Hobart, in the Australian state
of Tasmania, students and staff are logging into FSU’s
network from every continent on the planet, except
Antarctica.
As they do, Livingston said, the recent spate of “Zoom
Bombing” that has hit campuses across the country
illustrates that security must remain a top priority, along
with access. While crediting ITS staff across campus,
Livingston said that expanding secure access by VPN is
one of the most impressive achievements she’s observed
since COVID–19 forced the transition.
“Standing up additional VPNs, testing them and
getting them up and running is usually work that involves
multiple teams — a network team, an infrastructure team,
a team building servers and then people in desktop
support,” she said. “It can take months. We had ours in a
couple weeks.”
With so many resources being shifted online, call center
support is especially important. Livingston said getting the
100–person call–center team up and running remotely was
its own feat that required the adoption of new software to
enable staff to answer calls as if they were still at their
desks.

“We installed that software last month and rolled it out
and that’s how people are answering phones,” she said. “So
far it’s working really well. I think the numbers speak for
themselves.” Those numbers include an average of more
than 1,100 separate phone calls, chats and emails for
incidents and service requests per week.
Among the teams on campus that Livingston works
closely with is the Office of Distance Learning, where
Director Robbie Fuselier said his office is buzzing.
Fuselier’s team is tackling a spectrum of issues — from
entry–level hurdles like introducing users to new software
to more granular decisions like the best methods to
administer tests remotely.
“The big focus we’ve been promoting most recently is
helping instructors find alternative means to evaluate
their students,” he said. “Instead of having a big final
exam, students might have final projects or more complicated take–home exams. There are a lot of options out
there that we’re working with faculty on.”
Fuselier said his team’s focus is now pivoting toward
preparing for the summer academic sessions and helping
colleges determine which courses can and should be
offered.
As the day–to–day work supporting this new arrangement unfolds, Fuselier said he’s been impressed by how
faculty and staff are finding ways to innovate and adapt.
“For example, in one engineering class where the
students needed to communicate complex formulas — that
can be tough to do online,” he said. “That instructor used
an app on your phone that will convert the pictures to
PDFs so his class can turn in pictures of written work.”
Fuselier added, “It’s a lot of little things like that that
we haven’t encountered where people are finding problems
and then sharing their solutions.”
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Locally owned Uniform Mart to celebrate Nurses’ Week with store discounts;
deemed an essential business; Coronavirus Mutual Aid Network of Brevard
By Ken Datzman
Nurses, doctors, health–care workers, first responders,
and others have been on the front lines of the coronavirus
pandemic in America for weeks now.
And they are responding with professionalism and
courage, like soldiers in time of battle.
“God bless all these people. Where would we be without
them? They are risking their own lives to help others
during this crisis,” said businesswoman Jennifer Zimak,
the second–generation owner and operator of Uniform
Mart at the Melbourne Shopping Center on South Babcock
Street, near Melbourne High School.
“I am thankful, especially for all the professionals in
Brevard County who are testing and caring for coronavirus
patients and answering calls to homes. All of these people
in my eyes are heroes — the medical providers,
firefighters, emergency medical technicians, law enforcement — everyone who has been there for us in our
community at this historic time.”
Her full–service store caters to the health–care market
in Brevard — as well as a host of other industries including restaurant and hospitality — selling uniforms, shoes,
and a wide range of accessories.
“We are considered an ‘essential business’ and we’re
grateful for that,” she said. “We continue to operate and
serve the provider market.”
An essential business, as defined by the government,
includes hospitals, banks, pharmacies, gas stations, post
offices, and providers to the vital health–care professionals,
for example.
Zimak said a number of her health–care customers
recently visited Uniform Mart and stocked up on supplies
before traveling to New York to help on the front lines at
hospitals and at care facilities.
“One of my customers, a nurse, signed a 21–week
contract to work in New York. She had no idea where she
would be working, but signed on anyway. That is courage.
That is heroic. I’ve been reading some of these amazing
stories on Facebook. There are pictures of nurses dressed
in full gear, with the caption: ‘I’ve been through hell.’ The
stories are moving.”
For the 18th year in a row, Americans rate the honesty
and ethics of nurses highest among a list of professionals
that Gallup asks U.S. adults to assess annually.
For the 2019 survey, 85 percent of Americans says
nurses’ honesty and ethical standards are “very high” or
“high,” essentially unchanged from the 84 percent who said
the same in 2018. Medical professionals in general rate
highly in Americans’ assessments of honesty and ethics.
The only nonmedical profession that Americans now
hold in a similar level of esteem is engineers, with 66
percent saying individuals in this field have high levels of
honesty and ethics.
Zimak is a member of a group called the Coronavirus
Mutual Aid Network of Brevard, whose administrator is
Stacey Patel. The group has quickly grown to more than
5,000 members around the county.
There are countless posts on the Coronavirus Mutual
Aid Network site from the community seeking and sharing
aid, resources, information, conversation, and inspiration.
“The members and the public are doing a lot of great
things in the community helping people in need right
now,” said Zimak. “The postings on the site (https://
mutualaidbrevard.com) show how amazing our community
is in time of crisis. Some people are struggling to put food
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 12
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Jennifer Zimak is the owner and operator of Uniform Mart in the Melbourne Shopping Center on South Babcock Street. Uniform Mart,
a longtime family owned enterprise, is considered an ‘essential business’ by the government because it supplies vital health–care
professionals, selling everything from uniforms to accessories. Uniform Mart will mark National Nurses’ Week — May 6–12 — with
a storewide sale. The national celebration ends May 12, the birthday of Florence Nightingale, the founder of modern nursing.

on the table. Brevard residents have stepped up to help
one another.”
The Coronavirus Mutual Aid Network of Brevard has
two sites set up, one for people seeking aid (https://bit.ly/
seeking_brevaid) and the other for people offering aid
(https://bit.ly/offering_brevaid).
All funds will be accounted for publicly and posted on
its website and its Facebook page, the organization says.
For nearly 30 years, since 1991, Uniform Mart has
celebrated National Nurses’ Week in May offering
discounts of 20 percent or more on products storewide for
all customers.
“Uniform Mart always marks Nurses’ Week with a
sale,” said Zimak, adding that the sale is not only for

Call Adrienne Roth at 321-951-7777 for Advertising Information

nurses’ apparel and accessories, but also for other clothing
and merchandise sold at the store.
Uniform Mart’s many brands include Barco, Landau,
Cherokee, and Gray’s Anatomy. It sells medical uniforms,
scrubs, laboratory coats, chef wear, and offers embroidery
services.
Uniform Mart has been known in the area as the “go–to
retailer” for uniform apparel and accessories for health–
care workers, as well as outfits and shoes for employees in
other industries, such as hospitality. The company’s slogan
is “We Dress the Pros.”
The store also sells stethoscopes, blood pressure
Please see Uniform Mart, page 19
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Mobile Response Team at Brevard C.A.R.E.S. on front lines helping families cope
with mental health, behavioral health crisis — on call around the clock in county
By Ken Datzman
ROCKLEDGE — Brevard C.A.R.E.S.’ Mobile Response
Team — on call 24 hours a day, 365 days a year — has
long played a critical role in the county, providing therapeutic crisis–stabilization intervention and crisis–
prevention services to families.
C.A.R.E.S. is an acronym for Coordination, Advocacy,
Resources, Education, and Support.
Brevard C.A.R.E.S. was originally started in 2005 as a
program of Brevard Family Partnership, the county’s lead
child–welfare agency.
Brevard C.A.R.E.S. is an innovative, voluntary child–
abuse prevention program tailored to protect children and
change lives.
At the center of this prevention approach, is Brevard
C.A.R.E.S.’ Mobile Response Team, comprised of skilled
therapists who provide on–site crisis counseling.
In launching the program, Brevard Family Partnership
sought to reduce the number of children who were entering
the foster–care system by bringing stability to families so
that children could remain in their homes.
In December 2009, Brevard C.A.R.E.S. became a wholly
owned subsidiary of Brevard Family Partnership.
Today, Brevard C.A.R.E.S. is seen as a model program
for other such organizations, and has been featured in
national studies.
Brevard C.A.R.E.S.’ aggressive front–end intervention
program has kept families in place, instead of breaking
them up. The program is family centered, strength–based,
and community–driven.
“We’re proud of the work we are doing in the community and our system of care at Brevard C.A.R.E.S.,” said
Christine Williams–Kelly, the clinical services director at
Brevard C.A.R.E.S.
“We work with about 200 families and 360 children on
an annual basis. We serve on average about 40 individuals
a month.”
Since its inception, Brevard C.A.R.E.S. has provided
support to more than 8,000 children and over 2,700
families in the county.
Of these families, roughly 20 percent self–referred, in
that they sought assistance before a crisis. Less than
10 percent have been referred more than once.
“The success of this program is because of the proactive
participation of the families in need,” she said, adding that
the families openly engage in Brevard C.A.R.E.S.’
strength–based program, thus building upon the skills of
their family unit.
Part of the Brevard C.A.R.E.S. program is linking
clients to other services within the community, added
Williams–Kelly, a Licensed Mental Health Counselor who
was in private practice for years before coming to her role
with Brevard C.A.R.E.S.
“I sometimes say we are a ‘gap provider,’ in that we fill
a need until the client is engaged with a long–term care
provider. Sometimes there is a period of time when a
referral is made but the services might not start until two
or three weeks later. So we try to offer coordinated services
in the meantime. We take a pro–active stance versus a
reactive approach.”
She said some individuals with mental issues are
confined because of the Baker Act.
“But it’s not a treatment. So it’s best if we can help the
families in their natural environment. Can we lessen the
trauma associated with law enforcement getting involved?
MAY 4, 2020
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Christine Williams–Kelly is the clinical services director at Brevard C.A.R.E.S., a wholly owned subsidiary of Brevard Family Partnership,
the county’s lead child–welfare agency. Tommy Shoriak is a Mobile Response Team therapist. Brevard C.A.R.E.S. works through abuse
prevention to reduce the number of children entering the foster–care system. The program is family centered, strength–based, and
community driven. They are at the C.A.R.E.S. office in Rockledge.

Sometimes their mere presence at the home can be
anxiety–producing.”
She added, “This is an opportunity for a professional
who is trained in the field to come speak with the individual to see if there is a critical need to Baker Act, or if
there is an opportunity for us to engage with them and link
them to treatment.”
The Baker Act — also known as the Florida Mental
Health Act of 1971— allows a physician or other health
professional to order that an individual who may be a
threat to himself or to others because of a mental problem,
to be involuntarily held in certain designated health
facilities for up to 72 hours for a psychiatry evaluation.
The 2020 “State of Mental Health Report,” released by
Mental Health America, shows that “major depression” in
youth has increased 4.3 percent over the last six years —
meaning more than 2 million youth have severe depression. Almost 60 percent of youth with major depression do
not receive any mental health treatment, the report says.
The statistics show that adults are struggling as well:
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l More than 45 million Americans, almost 20 percent,
are experiencing a mental illness.
l More than 10 million adults have serious thoughts of
suicide in the United States, an increase of nearly 450,000
people from last year’s data set.
And 57 percent of adults with mental illness receive no
treatment.
“Sadly, our report shows that our children continue to
be in crisis. Despite mental health being something that
more and more people are talking about — far too many
young people are still suffering. It is imperative that we
prioritize mental health for children and adolescents so
that we can avoid crisis and so they can live healthy and
productive lives,” says Mental Health America.
“Our Mobile Response Team does incredible work
providing services in the home or in any other community
setting to help stabilize a family situation,” said Williams–
Kelly.
Please see Brevard C.A.R.E.S., page 21
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RRMC offers COVID–19 convalescent plasma therapy; experimental treatment offers hope to patients, staff
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By Cathy Pague
cathy.pague@steward.org
Marketing Manager
Rockledge Regional Medical Center
Melbourne Regional Medical Center
ROCKLEDGE — While a vaccine for COVID–19 may
be months away, Rockledge Regional Medical Center is
providing convalescent plasma treatments for appropriate
COVID–19 patients, as a partner hospital with OneBlood.
The protocol is one that could be lifesaving.
“Convalescent plasma therapy is not a new concept and
has been tried for SARS — CoV–1, MERS and H1 N1
Influenza outbreaks previously. COVID–19 or SARS–
CoV–2 has no readily available, antiviral treatment
options to date. As we fight this pandemic, convalescent
plasma is again being evaluated as a possible option,” said
Dr. Saima Abbas, infection disease specialist at Rockledge
Regional Medical Center.
“The treatment is considered experimental yet has been
approved by the Federal Drug Administration for use on

an emergency basis as well as for expanded access in
clinical trials,” said Dr. Abbas.
People who recover from COVID–19 infection have
developed antibodies to the virus that remain in the
plasma portion of their blood. Transfusing this convalescent plasma that contains antibodies into a person with
moderate to severe COVID–19 can help target the virus,
neutralize it and potentially help them recover.
Rockledge Regional has been able to streamline the
process of making this treatment modality available to our
sickest COVID–19 patients in the intensive care unit. The
process is lengthy, but the outcome can be lifesaving. The
most important step is finding a donor. Eligible donors
must meet three criteria:
l Prior diagnosis of COVID–19 documented by an
FDA–approved laboratory test
l Symptom–free for at least 14 days prior to donation
l A negative COVID–19 FDA–approved test or
complete resolution of symptoms at least 28 days prior to
donation.
Once donors are identified, they must complete a pre–
donation form through OneBlood. After the form is
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completed, a specialist will contact the donor within 24–48
hours to verify the donor has met the criteria and to
schedule a collection of blood. After the blood has been
collected it is sent to a processing facility where it undergoes additional testing. Within 24 hours, the plasma can
be transfused into a patient with COVID–19.
Dr. Abbas evaluates all COVID–19 patients at
Rockledge Regional Medical Center and she looks for
potential candidates who might benefit from the convalescent plasma treatment. The next step is obtaining authorization from FDA for emergency use for individual cases.
She said the FDA has been approving the request based
on the severity of illness and age of patients. While
arranging plasma treatments, Dr. Abbas confers with her
infectious disease colleagues, both in the Steward Network
and infectious disease experts on the frontlines in the
Northeast region, some of whom are working in Queens,
N.Y., one of the areas hardest hit by the virus. They share
what they are learning about the virus and what is
working and what is not.
In administering the plasma treatment, Dr. Abbas
identifies COVID–19 patients who have moderate to
severe symptoms especially those requiring high amounts
of oxygen, who are not showing signs of improvement. The
key is to try to give the convalescent plasma treatment to
patients earlier in the course of the disease and ideally
before they require intubation, which is the placement of
an endotracheal tube into their mouth and airway so they
can be assisted with their breathing through the use of a
ventilator.
Currently, patients that are hospitalized are receiving
supportive care to treat their symptoms but “there are no
available medications specifically attacking the virus,” said
Dr. Abbas. The hope is that by administering the convalescent plasma, there are enough antibodies within the
treatment to neutralize the virus. According to OneBlood,
“They are not currently testing (the plasma) for COVID–19
antibodies but are expecting this to become widely
available in the near future.”
Rockledge Regional Medical Center has administered
convalescent plasma treatments to two patients as of April
22, said Charles Biondo, the hospital’s laboratory director.
While it may take one to two weeks to see the full impact
of the treatment, the outlook appears to be positive after
just a few days. “One patient was able to wean down their
oxygen level by 20 percent and the other patient is
improving,” said Dr. Abbas.
She feels that treating the patients earlier will result in
the best outcomes and added, “We are cautiously optimistic that this will save lives.”
The mission of Rockledge Regional Medical Center and
Melbourne Regional Medical Center is to provide the
highest quality health care with compassion and respect.
Both hospitals are full acute care hospitals and includes a
network of affiliates providing rehab services, wound care,
laboratory services and assisted living. For more information on Rockledge Regional Medical Center or Melbourne
Regional Medical Center, visit www.Rockledgeregional.org
and www.Melbourneregional.org.
Steward Health Care is the nation’s largest private,
for–profit physician–led health–care network in the United
States. Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Steward operates
36 hospitals in the United States and the country of Malta
that regularly receive top awards for quality and safety.
The company employs roughly 40,000 health–care
professionals. The Steward network includes multiple
urgent–care centers and skilled nursing facilities, substantial behavioral health services, over 7,900 beds under
management, and about 2.2 million full risk covered lives
through the company’s managed–care and health–
insurance services.
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By Jennifer Hensley
hensley.jennifer@brevardschools.org
Brevard Public Schools
VIERA — Brevard Public Schools has announced
back–up dates for its high school graduation ceremonies
should state officials extend the rules on social distancing
and large gatherings beyond the current April 30 deadline. The plan was developed in consultation with the
district’s high school principals and student government
leaders and reflects the collective wishes of the Class of
2020.
In the event COVID–19 restrictions are lifted, BPS will
proceed with on–time graduation ceremonies in late May.
While district officials are not optimistic about this
scenario, they are still prepared to hold graduations on
their original dates, while adapting ceremonies to conform
to social distancing and other CDC guidelines, including
limiting ticket availability.
Should restrictions continue through May, BPS will
hold graduation ceremonies during the week of June 22,

2020. High schools will work with their school communities to identify a date and time of day (morning or evening)
during that week. Graduations will still likely adhere to
social distancing and a limited number of guests.
If restrictions continue through June, BPS will hold
graduation ceremonies during the week of July 20, 2020.
High schools will work with their school communities to
identify a date and time of day (morning or evening)
during that week. Graduations will still likely adhere to
social distancing and a limited number of guests.
“It is our greatest hope that we get to see our seniors
cross the stage and receive their diplomas with their
families looking on with pride,” said Superintendent Mark
Mullins. “Nothing should steal that well–earned moment
from them, and it would be heartbreaking to deny them
this rite of passage, but our students’ health and safety,
and that of their families and our staff, must remain our
top priority.”
Dr. Mullins added that the district will await word
from state leaders and remains committed to a proper
celebration of the Class of 2020.
During a video conference with the superintendent,
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student government leaders discussed the pros and cons of
delaying graduations until later in the summer, recognizing that some students would not be able to attend due to
military deployments, freshman events and other
commitments.
All agreed that it was important that seniors have a
live graduation over a virtual ceremony as some school
districts have been considering.
“A virtual graduation can’t give you the same experience and satisfaction that comes from walking across the
stage to get your diploma,” said Luis Maldonado of Cocoa
High.
“Our school is adamant about getting some of the
memories seniors deserve back for them,” said Julianna
Malek of Space Coast Jr./Sr. High, bringing to light the
likelihood of other senior class events such as prom and
Grad Bash being cancelled due to COVID–19 restrictions.
As the district awaits a decision from the state, its high
schools are already identifying creative ways to recognize
and celebrate their seniors through video compilations,
yard signs, senior “shout–outs”, and profiles on social
media to name a few.
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Complementary Cancer Care to honor cancer survivors, hosting essay contest celebrating Survivors Month
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local health–care providers to fill the void, nonprofit
Complementary Cancer Care began offering free non–
medical services to people dealing with cancer in Brevard
County, including patients, caregivers, and survivors.
Complementary Cancer Care partners with community
experts and local resources to provide much needed
support services to complement medical treatment–such
as yoga, tai chi, meditation, art classes, educational
speakers, peer–support groups, and mental health
counseling — at no cost to clients.
These programs — designed to focus on movement and
relaxation practices, creative expression, information, and
support, among other benefits — are designed to help
relieve the cancer burden and improve total quality of life.
The goal is to connect people going through similar
circumstances, to foster emotional support, and to provide
tools and resources to educate and empower them on their
journey to healing.
“No matter what the cancer diagnosis or prognosis, we
believe all cancer survivors, patients, and caregivers — at
any stage of treatment and recovery — should have access
to these services,” said Amy Fentress, cofounder of

By Complementary Cancer Care
info@compcancercare.org
Local Nonprofit Complementary Cancer Care will be
honoring cancer survivors for National Cancer Survivors
Month by hosting a “Write Your Cancer Story” essay
contest. The public is invited to submit one original, not
previously published, 1,000 word or less essay inspired by
a personal experience with cancer.
Essays may be written from the point of view of the
patient or caregiver. Three finalists will be announced in
June and published on Complementary Cancer Care’s
website, www.compcancercare.org, where the community
will be invited to vote.
Finalists will be invited to read their essay at a
reception to celebrate cancer survivors. One winning essay
will be printed in an upcoming Complementary Cancer
Care newsletter and be published in local media. Submit
entries by May 22, 2020, via email with your name, age,
and phone number to: info@compcancercare.org.
Established in 2018, with encouragement from major

Complementary Cancer Care.
“We want to create a comprehensive cancer supportive
care program that can improve the quality of life for
anyone affected by cancer, through treatment and beyond.”
Now in their second year of services, Complementary
Cancer Care is beginning to see the meaningful influence
that their services have on an individual’s capacity to heal.
In this context, “heal” does not necessarily mean cure, but
instead refers to helping someone experience less suffering
and feel more whole, no matter the diagnosis or prognosis.
Many clients are referred directly from physicians and
local cancer treatment centers who recognize their impact,
and they have even received a referral from the office of a
Florida state representative in Brevard County.
Complementary Cancer was founded by oncology nurse
Amy Fentress and engineer Lorien Neargarder. They
joined forces after learning that they were both instructing
free yoga classes to cancer patients, survivors, and
caregivers.
After years of watching patients and loved ones manage
Please see Complementary Cancer Care, page 17
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By Caron Partridge
cpartridge@uwbrevard.org
United Way of Brevard County
ROCKLEDGE — United Way of Brevard County has
received a $50,000 donation from L3Harris Technologies
as part of the company’s effort to support COVID–19 relief
and recovery efforts around the world.
“As the largest contributor to our annual United Way
campaign, we are grateful for L3Harris and their continued commitment to Brevard. These are unprecedented
times and this gift will ensure those most impacted by
COVID–19 can keep a roof over their heads and food on
the table. We are proud of our long–standing partnership
with L3Harris,” said Rob Rains, president of United Way
of Brevard.
L3Harris is contributing funds to COVID–19 Response
and Recovery Funds administered by local United Way
and other organizations, as well as providing a two times
match to employee designated gifts. The funds support
initiatives globally, with special emphasis on regions
where L3Harris has a significant presence.
The company also is donating thousands of protective
suits and masks to health care workers and is making
grants available to eligible employees impacted in the
wake of COVID–19.
Company engineers and scientists also are working to
manufacture positive air pressure respirators to keep
hospital staff safe, producing medical grade components for
respirators, volunteering to create STEM–oriented online
educational videos for out–of–school students, and
supporting other relief initiatives.
“L3Harris’ efforts are focused on keeping our employees

safe, helping our customers sustain their critical services
and supporting the communities we call home during this
extraordinary time,” said William Brown, chairman and
CEO of L3Harris.
“We are proud to support the United Way of Brevard,
an organization that has the ability to quickly pulse our

community’s needs and provide key resources to people
who need them.”
United Way of Brevard funds large–scale collaborations, partner agencies and specific programs focused on
health, education and financial stability along with a
safety net of health and human services.

Complementary Cancer Care
Continued from page 16
the fears, stress and financial burden of cancer, they
partnered to form a nonprofit that offers holistic tools to
help them cope. Gwen Hertlein–Haber, the former director
of the nonprofit Cancer Care Centers of Brevard Foundation, also serves on the board of directors to offer her
management expertise.
Fentress has been a nurse for 29 years and became
passionate about oncology nursing 15 years ago.
Neargarder is from the San Francisco Bay Area, where
supportive care for the cancer community was commonly
offered by several major hospitals and local nonprofits as
part of a holistic approach to treatment.
Complementary Cancer Care support–group facilitator
Christina Tecson, a cancer survivor who recently moved
from the San Francisco Bay Area, also noticed the lack of
support services in Brevard County, compared to the many
resources she had available to her when she went through
treatments in California.
That inspired her to lend a survivor perspective and
contribute her social work and counseling experience to the
organization. She says she is partially modeling programs
off of programs implemented in California that benefitted
her and others.
If providers of complementary health services would
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like to volunteer to teach classes, make presentations, or
offer other services, Complementary Cancer Care reminds
that they are always seeking to expand the services they
offer.
Brevard County has averaged more than 3,800 cancer
cases per year for the past 12 years, a higher rate compared to other Florida counties, according to a state health
investigation. Complementary Cancer Care relies on community support to continue providing quality programs to
the many patients, survivors, and caregivers who they
currently serve. They are partially funded with financial
grants from major health–care providers, with Cancer
Care Centers of Brevard sponsoring their support groups,
and Health First supporting several mind–body classes.
Whether through someone’s own experience or the
diagnosis of a loved one, cancer affects nearly everyone.
Research predicts that one in two men and one in three
women will develop cancer at some point in their life,
according to a study by the National Cancer Institute.
Fortunately, as medical treatments advance, more and
more cancer survivors live healthier and longer lives. The
benefits of exercise and having emotional support is now
widely recognized by doctors, and the use of complementary therapies is on the rise.
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Melbourne–based startup SwiftPaws raises $500,000 as it
launches product expansion; company issued a U.S. patent
By Jarin Eisenberg
jarin@swellstartups.com
Groundswell Startups
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SwiftPaws, a health and wellness
lifestyle brand that manufactures and
markets pet products, has announced the
closing of a $500,000 seed round of funding
and the issuance of U.S. Patent No.
10,609,904, which relates to a system that
brings the best game of chase right to your
backyard.
The patent is for SwiftPaws’ flagship
product, SwiftPaws Home, a system and
method of propelling a lure, or flag, along a
user–designed course creating an interactive game of chase for pets and their
owners.
SwiftPaws Home can be setup in
minutes, and allows for up to 300 feet of
chasing fun at speeds up to 30 mph. All
systems come with a remote control and
rechargeable battery, taking backyard play
time to a new level.
SwiftPaws operates out of Groundswell
Startups, a nonprofit high–tech incubator
and coworking space dedicated to helping
high–tech founders succeed on the Space
Coast through mentorship and access to
funding opportunities.
“Groundswell combines coworking
space, camaraderie, and mentorship for
startups and proved to be an invaluable
resource as we planned for and realized a

number of growth–related milestones like
our first raise and growing the team,” said
Meghan Wolfgram, the CEO and founder
of SwiftPaws.
The seed–round funding, which saw
participation by Florida Gulfshore Capital,
U.S. Strategic Capital and Beresford
Ventures, as well as Angel investors, will
primarily be used to scale the company’s
sales and marketing capabilities, and to
accelerate its product development
roadmap and manufacturing capabilities.
“We are thrilled to announce both the
closing of our round and the issuance of our
first patent. Our mission at SwiftPaws is to
help pets live their best lives, and we’re
thankful to be able to keep our dedicated
team working and growing even in today’s
difficult circumstances,” said Wolfgram.
l About SwiftPaws
Based in Melbourne and founded in
2012, SwiftPaws got its start as a pet–
event services and pro–grade equipment
provider. Since then, it has grown into a
health and wellness lifestyle brand for pets,
selling products directly to consumers
online. For more information on this
company, visit http://www.swiftpaws.com.
l About Groundswell Startups
Groundswell Startups is a nonprofit
high–tech incubator and coworking space
in Melbourne.
To learn more about their ecosystem of
high–tech founders and creatives, visit
https://swellstartups.com.

Water’s Edge Dermatology’s new Viera Office marks third in
Brevard; full–service practice now has 38 offices in Florida
By Kathryn Rooks
krooks@wederm.com
Water’s Edge Dermatology
PALM BEACH GARDENS — Water’s
Edge Dermatology recently celebrated the
opening of its third office in Brevard
County with a ribbon–cutting ceremony
hosted by the Cocoa Beach Regional
Chamber of Commerce at its Viera office
located at 1705 Berglund Lane, Suite 102,
Melbourne.
The opening of this office comes only
months after the opening of its Merritt
Island office last fall. Offering dermatology
services to Brevard County residents, the
opening of the Viera office marks Water’s
Edge Dermatology’s 38th office in Florida.
“We are very excited to see the Viera
office open as it demonstrates our commitment to growth and expansion in Brevard
County,” said Dr. Ted Schiff, founder and
medical director of Water’s Edge Dermatology. “At Water’s Edge Dermatology, we
believe that successfully providing
premiere skin–care services requires more
than just knowledge. Our commitment to
high–quality care, combined with our
mission to deliver an outstanding patient
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 18
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experience, has earned our practice the
excellent reputation it holds today throughout our offices in Florida.”
The Water’s Edge Dermatology team at
Viera is led by Dr. Francis Iacobellis, a
board–certified dermatologist who relocated from New York to Florida to join the
practice. His specialties include medical,
surgical and pediatric dermatology.
He is joined by board–certified family
nurse practitioner Jennifer Rivera, APRN,
who specializes in cosmetic and medical
dermatology. In addition to providing high
quality dermatology services, this office
also offers medical–grade skin–care
products.
l About Water’s Edge Dermatology
Founded in 1998 by Dr. Schiff, Water’s
Edge Dermatology offers comprehensive
medical, surgical and cosmetic dermatology
and vein services with an incomparable
patient–first focus. Our licensed physicians
and medical practitioners are experts in
diagnosing and treating skin diseases,
acne, sun damage, skin cancer and vein
health issues. We also provide advanced
cosmetic and reconstructive plastic surgery
and aesthetic procedures.
For more information on the practice,
visit wederm.com.
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Uniform Mart

Continued from page 12
monitoring devices, badge clips, and calipers, among other
products.
One of Uniform Mart’s newest lines is Foozy’s socks,
which seem to be the latest craze in stockings. “It’s a fun,
novelty sock company that makes colorful, patterned socks
in some unusual styles,” said Zimak.
The many patterns of Foozy’s socks include construction
vehicles, happy hippo, beer time, Dachshund in sweaters,
turtles, scotch and cigars, and bumblebees.
The Uniform Mart sale runs from Wednesday, May 6,
to Tuesday, May 12, the traditional Nurses’ Week. The
2020 National Nurses’ Week theme centers on “Compassion, Expertise and Talent.”
Florence Nightingale was born on May 12, 1820,
making 2020 the 200th anniversary of her birth.
The “Lady with the Lamp” became the founder of
modern nursing and the first woman to receive the Order
of Merit. During the Crimean War, Nightingale was put in
charge of nursing British and allied soldiers in Turkey.
Her time in the wards, especially her night rounds,
earned her the nickname “Lady with a Lamp” and helped
her begin to formalize nursing education.
She went on to found the first scientifically based
nursing school — the Nightingale School of Nursing at
St. Thomas’ Hospital in London — in 1860, according to an
article in “Daily Nurse.”
Nurses are the largest component of the health–care
workforce, and they are in demand like never before
because of the coronavirus.
Even before this pandemic struck and spread across
states, the industry was scrambling to head off a predicted
nursing shortage in America, including in Florida.
“Baseline forecasts show that Florida will face a

shortage of registered nurses by 2025, that is capable of
crippling our health–care system and reducing access to
care for Floridians,” according to the Florida Center for
Nursing, a workforce entity established by state statute.
“Demand for nursing personnel is projected to increase
dramatically as Florida’s large baby–boom cohort reaches
typical ages for retirement and begins to require more care
for age–related conditions, and as health–care reform
increases the demand for more services. At the same time,
more than 40 percent of Florida’s nurses are approaching
retirement age within the next 10 years and there are not
enough younger nurses to replace them,” the report says.
Resolving Florida’s nursing shortage “will require a
multi–pronged approach, including interventions to
increase the production of new nurses, improve the work
environment to retain existing nurses, and redesign work
to accommodate the older nurse.”
Zimak said business at her store this year has been
good. Her parents, entrepreneurs Don and Judy Ream,
founded Uniform Mart and ran it for many years. Don
Reem recently passed away. He and his wife had strong
ties to the small–business market in Brevard.
“We’re hopeful that more and more businesses in
Brevard will be reopening in the future as we begin to
hurdle the virus and start rebuilding our economy,” said
Zimak.
“When they do reopen, we hope that the community
rallies around them, especially the independent small–
business operators. They are the backbone of the economy
and have suffered tremendously because of the virus
outbreak. I’m anxious for restaurants to reopen in downtown Melbourne, and elsewhere. We need to support small
businesses more than ever.”
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The majority of small businesses in America had less
than two months of cash on hand to deal with the economic
shocks of the coronavirus, according to a new report in the
“Harvard Business Review.”
That publication surveyed 5,800 small businesses from
across the United States, in partnership with Alignable, a
small–business network.
The median business with monthly expenses over
$10,000 generally didn’t even have enough cash on hand to
cover two weeks of spending, the report says.
More than a third of businesses in the survey thought
that disruptions would be over by June. But another third
thought the disruptions would last beyond August.
“These are definitely stressful times for businessowners
and for families because of the coronavirus. Stress can be
devastating,” said Zimak, one of a growing number of
women businessowners in Brevard County.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has
tips on “stress and coping” on its coronavirus site. The CDC
recommends the following to “support yourself” in a
healthy way:
l Take breaks from watching, reading or listening to
news stories, including social media. Hearing about the
pandemic repeatedly can be upsetting.
l Take care of your body. Take deep breaths, stretch,
meditate. Try to eat well–balanced meals, exercise
regularly, get plenty of sleep and avoid alcohol and drugs.
l Make time to unwind. Try to do some activities you
enjoy.
l Connect with others. Talk with people you trust about
your concerns and how you are feeling.
“If we can move forward now, even in this national
disaster, we will be much stronger in the end,” said Zimak.
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Local costume designer and Navy veteran fights back against
coronavirus, makes protective masks for health–care providers
By Nathaniel Knepper Quijano
chrisb@cocoavillageplayhouse.com
The Historic Cocoa Village Playhouse
COCOA VILAGE — Resident costume
designer Dan Hill and his team of volunteers have switched from making costumes
to sewing more than 1,000 masks to help
fight back against the coronavirus
pandemic.
Hill has been creating elegant costume
masterpieces at The Historic Cocoa Village
Playhouse for over 30 years. But when the
threat of temporarily suspending performances because of the coronavirus hit the
theater in early March, Hill thought ahead
of most Floridians and immediately
switched operations from making costumes
to face masks.
Now, Hill and his devoted team of
volunteers have stitched over 1,000 masks
that have been distributed around the
state, to health–care providers throughout
Brevard, such as those at Health First
hospitals and Titusville oncology clinics,
Publix workers, and other essential
workers at organizations like NASA.
Hill credits the work to his volunteers.
“The hardest thing for a volunteer to do is
to do nothing at all. We’re here to serve and
protect our community by doing what we
know best, sewing and now sewing masks.”
The thought of a global health crisis is
no stranger to Hill being a former nurse for
the U.S Navy. He originally served on a

dedicated AIDS unit for the Veterans
Administration, a first–of–its–kind unit,
before moving to serve in the ICU.
At age 40, he retired and moved back to
Brevard where he shortly thereafter began
working as the assistant and now resident
costume designer for the Playhouse.
When production is in full swing, Hill
and his team of volunteers sew and
repurpose over 1,000 costumes per season
for large musicals, specialty performances,
and children’s theater that the Playhouse
produces.
“We are always engaged in a different
community service project that coincides
with each show we produce,” said Staci
Hawkins–Smith, CEO of the Playhouse.
“This allows us to extend beyond the
performing arts and connect our volunteers
with other organizations doing meaningful
and enriching work. It’s a way of bringing
us together and keeping us focused on
what is really important. The lights may be
dim, but the show will go on. Until then, we
will continue to serve in this capacity.”
l About The Historic Cocoa Village
Playhouse
Known as “Broadway on Brevard,” The
Historic Cocoa Village Playhouse is a
community theater providing quality
entertainment and cultural enrichment for
all. Built in 1924 as a silent movie house,
the theater is on The National Register of
Historic Places. The Playhouse is a
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization in partnership with The City of Cocoa.
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VERO BEACH — Marine Bank &
Trust has announced that Fort Pierce
accountant Richard “Rick” Lynch has been
appointed to its board of directors. Lynch is
the managing partner for the accounting
firm Lynch, Johnson & Long, LLC.
Outside of his profession, Lynch has a
record of service to the community,
including 25 years of participation with
Treasure Coast Hospice and 20 years with
the A.E. Bean Backus Gallery. He is
currently the chairman of the Treasure
Coast Hospice Foundation and past
chairman of Treasure Coast Hospice
Operating Board.
As a previous director of Harbor
Community Bank and its holding company, HCBF Holding, Lynch’s prior
banking oversight experience will bring a
great deal of insight to our board,” said
Marine Bank President and CEO Bill
Penney.
“In addition, his familiarity with the
Fort Pierce and Treasure Coast communi-
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ties will benefit our expansion efforts into
new geographic areas
Lynch is a graduate of Stetson University in DeLand. He and his wife Robbin
have two grown sons, Rick Jr. and Robbie.
About Marine Bank & Trust
Marine Bank, chartered in 1997, has
$286 million in assets with four full–
service branches in Vero Beach, Sebastian
and Melbourne, and a loan production
office in St. Lucie County. As the only
community bank headquartered in Indian
River County, the bank’s growth ties into
the national trend of customers choosing to
bank local.
Marine Bank has earned the coveted 5–
star Superior rating from Bauer Financial,
the nation’s premier bank rating firm. In
2018 and 2019, Marine Bank & Trust was
named among the top extraordinary banks
in the United States by The Institute for
Extraordinary Banking and received the
Institute’s Banky Award for its commitment to strong community banking. The
bank is an active community supporter
providing over $200,000 to more than 125
local nonprofit organizations in the market
over the last five years. For more information, visit www.marinebank.bank.
MAY 4, 2020
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Brevard C.A.R.E.S.’ Mobile Response Team
Continued from page 13
“It gives us an opportunity to evaluate and access what
is going on with a client, work to stabilize their immediate
need, and then integrate them back into the community.”
The primary goal of the Mobile Response Team is to
de–escalate a crisis situation, maintain children in their
natural home environment, provide support to families,
and connect families with appropriate resources.
“As a member of the Brevard C.A.R.E.S.’ Mobile
Response Team, I have the opportunity to impact lives for
the better,” said Tommy Shoriak, a Mobile Response Team
therapist who has been a team member for eight years and
has worked in the local child–welfare system since 2008.
“I’ve worked with people who were in the darkest
moments of their lives, their lowest point, but I was able to
let them see there is hope, there is a future. That is one of
the most gratifying parts of my job. You can make a
positive impact on someone’s life; you give them hope. It’s a
great feeling.”
The Mobile Response Team clinicians can respond to
any location requested, including a home, a school, or a
hospital. “We cover the county from Mims in North
Brevard to Palm Bay in South Brevard,” said Shoriak.
“Once we receive a call, we swing into action.”
Williams–Kelly said Brevard C.A.R.E.S.’ Mobile
Response Team continues to provide services amid the
coronavirus pandemic.
“We are utilizing telehealth as a platform to engage
with families,” she said. “If there is a need for us to respond
to the home, we follow the guidelines set by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and assess the risk.”
She continued, “We ask if any family member has
traveled recently, or if any family member has any related
coronavirus symptoms, be sure to let us know. We ask all

the proper questions and follow protocol to safeguard the
health of everyone involved. So we will either respond to
the home when we are called, or use telehealth to address
the situation.”
A big part of Brevard C.A.R.E.S. is informing the
community about the services it offers to its various agency
partners, including Brevard Public Schools. “And we work
closely with law enforcement,” said Williams–Kelly. “We
have a strong partnership with the Melbourne Police
Department. We also try to participate in various task
forces throughout the county that address everything from
the opioid crisis to domestic violence. We are part of those
discussions.”
Brevard C.A.R.E.S. also partners with Parrish Medical
Center and 2–1–1 Brevard Inc., a nonprofit organization
whose trained specialists offer crisis intervention and
information and referral services, 24 hours a day.
“There is a lot of collaboration going on with the Mobile
Response Team,” said Williams–Kelly.
Brevard C.A.R.E.S. offers a full array of support
services and “wraparound” family team conferencing to
families experiencing stressors that often lead to abuse,
abandonment, and neglect.
“Wraparound is an effective family centered approach
to preventing abuse,” said Williams–Kelly.
A study published by the Alliance for Strong Families
and Communities reveals the value of wraparound
interventions and their effectiveness in strengthening
families and reducing child maltreatment.
The study, “Reducing Risk: Families in Wraparound
Intervention,” observed children in the Brevard C.A.R.E.S.
wraparound intervention program to assess whether these
children experienced a reduction of maltreatment after
completing the intervention program when compared to

children facing similar circumstances whose families did
not receive wraparound intervention.
The study found that children linked to families that
completed the wraparound intervention program had
reduced incidents of maltreatment six months after the
program; 93 percent of those who participated in the
intervention had no verified maltreatment compared to
30 percent of those whose families did not participate in
the program.
The wraparound approach was intended to reach
families before the stressors they experienced met the
threshold of abuse and neglect. This is in contrast to the
classic child–welfare approach of removing a child from a
troubled home into the foster–care system.
The wraparound intervention aims to assist families to
identify and develop a system of formal and informal
support within the community and family structure —
maintaining that even the most challenged parents or
primary caregivers have the potential to make necessary
changes, said Williams–Kelly.
Additionally, the inner workings of the C.A.R.E.S.
model were published in “Families in Society,” a highly
regarded scholarly publication.
The C.A.R.E.S. model has also been recognized by the
leading California Evidence–Based Clearinghouse for
Child Welfare.
The majority of child–abuse cases stem from situations
and conditions that can be prevented when community
programs and systems are engaged and supported,
according to the National Child Traumatic Stress Network.
“Brevard C.A.R.E.S. is a unique organization. We have
the opportunity to make an impact before a crisis actually
develops,” said Williams–Kelly.
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Rocket City Real Estate LLC
Continued from page 1
told us she loved the fact that we are a female–run
company. She was looking to purchase a bed and breakfast
in Canada, but said the only way she could do that was by
selling a building she owned here.”
Earnhardt continued, “She said, ‘I need to sell my
building within 30 days. Is your company up to the
challenge?’ Holly and I looked at the facility she owned and
told her we could sell it. We told her we felt it was worth a
little bit more than she was asking. We suggested going in
at a certain higher number, and she agreed. We had her
building under contract in less than one week through our
marketing efforts. She was able to take the proceeds from
that sale and live her dream of owning a bed and breakfast
in Canada. So we are changing lives through our work in
real estate. We think of ourselves as more of a marketing
company.”
Their firm did a 1,000–square–foot lease for a young
man who wanted to open a barber shop. “For us to be part
of his dream and his vision as an entrepreneur is exciting,”
said Carver, whose firm represents tenants, owners, and
investors providing professional services covering all
aspects of office, industrial, medical, land, and retail real
estate.
Women–owned businesses continue to fuel the economy
and now represent 42 percent of all businesses — nearly
13 million — employing 9.4 million workers and generating revenue of $1.9 trillion, according to the 2019 “State of
Women–Owned Businesses Report” commissioned by
American Express.
Women with diverse ethnic and geographic backgrounds started an average of 1,817 new businesses per
day in America between 2018 and 2019, down only slightly
from the previous year’s record of 1,821.
The annual report, based on U.S. Census Bureau data
adjusted by gross domestic product data, found that
women–owned businesses continue to trend above all
businesses. Over the past five years:
l The number of women–owned businesses increased
21 percent, while all businesses increased 9 percent.
l Total employment by women–owned businesses rose
8 percent, while for all businesses the increase was far
lower at 1.8 percent.
l Total revenue for women–owned businesses also
rose slightly above all businesses: 21 percent compared to
20 percent.
The top three states with the largest growth in number
of women–owned firms in 2019 were Michigan, Georgia,
and Florida, respectively.
“Starting a new business is challenging,” said Carver,
who sits on a number of community boards and has been
active as a volunteer with area nonprofit organizations.
“We did a lot of research and talked to other entrepreneurs
about the hurdles they faced starting a new company. Just
compiling a policy manual and putting in place procedures,
a company structure, writing a business plan and a
marketing plan, creating a budget, and picking your office
location — it all takes a lot preparation. But there is
nothing as thrilling as running your own company.”
Earnhardt said in markets such as Orlando, Tampa,
and Jacksonville, commercial agents specialize in a single
category, such as office or retail or medical, for instance.
“We do not have that luxury because our market is
smaller. So we focus on being the experts across all
commercial segments.”
Riding the success of its commercial startup, Rocket
City Real Estate recently expanded and added a residential division of the company.
“Originally, we had never intended to start a residential
arm of the business,” said Carver. “But with the residential
market doing so well we had residential agents knocking
MAY 4, 2020

on our door, asking to be part of the Rocket City Real
Estate brand.”
“We have signs everywhere and the branding has really
has taken off. So we decided to add a residential division.
We now have five agents actively working that market. We
have a separate office on Highway 50 for the residential
division. When we recruit people, we tell them they have to
be an expert in either commercial or residential. We do not
blend the two. They take different skill–sets,” added
Carver.
One residential agent at Rocket City Real Estate sold a
$400,000 home in North Brevard in four hours. It was for
an aerospace company client.
“Every time one of our residential agents sells a home
the sale goes on a board under the header ‘lives transformed.’ On the residential side, it’s much more emotional
and personal for the buyer. On the commercial side, we are
helping people with business strategy,” said Carver, whose
firm puts “mission accomplished” on its commercial signs
after a transaction closure.
Carver and Earnhardt, co–owners of Rocket City Real
Estate, have been longtime friends. “We felt like we had
similar values and philosophies about life in general,
including our work ethic, and thought it might be fun one
day to go into business together. We trusted each other,”
said Carver.
She added, “Lisa is a strategist and a planner. We have
different spheres of influence. She worked on the commercial real–estate development side in Orlando for years, and
all over the East Coast of the United States. She has a
breadth and a depth of relationships in construction and
development. My past career has been in nonprofit,
fundraising, politics, and commercial real estate, which is a
different sphere.”
Earnhardt has 20 years’ experience in project management, construction, leasing, developer representation, and
consulting, including eight years at Unicorp National
Developments Inc. Earnhardt was a director of project
management and oversaw all the mixed–use centers in
downtown Orlando that included Baldwin Park. Other
projects in Central Florida she was involved with were
Uptown Altamonte and Lavina at Lake Nona.
She has been directly involved with development,
redevelopment, or leasing for professional office space,
retail space, residential units, apartment complexes,
higher–education institutions, co–work spaces, executive
suites, hotels, major grocers, and major medical facilities.
Earnhardt worked for other companies including
DL Harkins Construction LLC.
In 2010, she opened her own consulting firm, advising
clients in real estate and development.
“I had put myself in a position to open my own consulting business. That’s how I met Holly, through my consulting company. Because of her experience working under
Commissioner Fisher and holding other positions in the
region, Holly is the most knowledgeable individual about
North Brevard and the county in general I have ever
encountered.”
“When I first met Lisa, I was working on the Titus
Landing Project with Brevard County Commissioner
Chairman Robin Fisher,” added Carver, who then served
as his chief legislative aide.
“That project really set my fire for commercial real
estate. It was a turning point in my career. I traveled
around the state making presentations to retailers about
Titus Landing and telling the story of Titusville. You just
can’t pull out a map and look at the demographics of
Titusville, you have to understand what’s happening in
North Brevard. That was my emphasis for every presentation I made. Having lived in Titusville for three decades,
I’m passionate about the community.”
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Titus Landing is a 350,000–square–foot lifestyle center
featuring dining, a variety of specialty stores, special
events, and the Parrish Healthcare Center, which is
affiliated with the Mayo Clinic Care Network.
As Fisher’s legislative aide, Carver gained experience
and expertise in some of the largest and most complicated
commercial real–estate transactions in the region. They
included the public–private partnership that spurred the
redevelopment of Titus Landing.
The project led the way and provided incentives for
manufacturers to set up in Titusville.
Soon, Blue Origin, Lockheed Martin, and Embraer Aero
Seating made investments in Titusville. The projects she
worked on under Fisher helped re–energize the “post space
shuttle” era in Titusville.
“And the momentum continues. Lockheed is an
example. We are really excited about Lockheed coming
here and the continuing diversity of aerospace businesses,”
said Carver.
Last July 30, Lockheed Martin celebrated the move of
its Fleet Ballistic Missile headquarters from Sunnyvale,
Calif., to Titusville. The relocation will create more than
300 jobs on the Space Coast, expanding Lockheed Martin’s
already significant presence.
“Many of these people will be buying homes in North
Brevard. We are doing a lot of virtual tours right now and
virtual meetings with clients, being proactive about safety
regards. The residential side of our business is faring well,”
said Carver, a board member of the Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast, representing
and appointed by District 1 County Commissioner Rita
Pritchett.
A quarter of Realtors with clients putting contracts on
homes the week of April 13 had at least one do so without
physically seeing the property, according to a new survey
by the National Association of Realtors. For those clients,
the median number of homes toured — either virtually or
in person — before putting a contract on a home was just
three. The report said buyers typically look at nine houses
before placing a contract on a home.
Both Carver and Earnhardt are active in the Commercial Real Estate for Women Network in Orlando. That
organization was founded in 1989 to bring together women
involved in the many aspects of commercial real estate to
exchange information, develop business contracts and help
each other. Today, CREW has more than 12,000 members
in chapters worldwide.
“We are aligned with CREW. It’s a great resource for
women in the commercial field. We’ve built some outstanding relationships through that organization. Women are
traditionally underrepresented in the commercial real
estate profession. We’re proud to be part of that specialty
in North Brevard,” said Carver.
She also singled out the Space Coast Board of Realtors,
which has a “sizable commercial investment committee
with commercial brokers in the region. We meet once a
month. We brainstorm, we get to know each other, and we
network.”
Carver added, “Real estate is the only industry I can
think of where you have to work together with your
competitors. You have to have good relationships or
nobody wins, because someone has one side of the deal or
the other.”
The two operators of Rocket City Real Estate are
looking to the future as North Brevard continues to attract
investor dollars and new businesses.
“We are humbled by the support we have received from
the community. I am confident we are going to continue to
change the lives of people, not only of our clients but also of
our individual team members. Titusville is a wonderful
community,” said Earnhardt.
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